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SINGAPORE HEROES: 
THE "COURAGE" SQUAD
The coronavirus pandemic raging across the world is taking a huge
toll on lives and economies. To say it’s a unique time in the world is an
understatement. 
 
Singapore was not spared of the crisis. On Sunday (April 5), the
country had reported 120 new cases of COVID-19, the biggest daily
increase since the outbreak began here in January, bringing the
national total to 1,309 (reported by Channel News Asia, Sun, April 5).
The new cases were linked to existing clusters involving two foreign
worker dormitories. Action plans had to be put in place, to ensure that
the virus is contained, and the foreign workers were taken care of.  

Contribution by Jim Lim, Interview edited by Cheng Chee TAY

GET STARTED WITH BASICS
OF DISCIPLINED AGILE™,
OUR SELF-PACED ONLINE
COURSE.
Try it today! Your path to

mastering agile starts here.

JIM LIM SHIEN MIN, PMP
Healthcare Sector Lead, NCS

https://www.pmi.org/da-basics
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/ncs-group_ncslife-ncsheroes-activity-6654644949809750016--Lti/
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"... NCS CEO decided that this cannot be on assignment basis and has to
be based on volunteer-ism."

 
On Good Friday morning, I received a group chat message from NCS CEO requesting for an urgent call with a
few key leaders in NCS. We were told that our customer IHIS (Integrated Health Information Systems), the
technology agency for public healthcare in Singapore is tasked with the ICT operation support at Expo CIF. The
key tasks that was made known to us at that time was to perform back-end ICT support, and also to
troubleshoot any technical issues for the patients if required. Potentially, there might also be a need to come
into contact with the patients while performing the technical support activities. 
 
Since there were a certain level of risks involved (in contact with patients), NCS CEO decided that this cannot
be on assignment basis and has to be based on volunteer-ism. We were unsure whether anyone will want to
volunteer since the numbers of confirmed cases were on the rise and circuit breaker period has just started.
we believed that many would be concern to work at CIF. Therefore we decided to call the team “Courage
Squad” to honor the courageous act of the volunteers. Based on the initial requirements, we managed to get 5
volunteers to start the squad by 8 pm on the same day – a short 6 hours of coordination across HR, Finance,
Delivery group, Client group, to back-fill their day jobs, to find accommodations for them (since they have
concerns going back home), to work out allowances, and to also get laptops and other supporting materials to
get the squad initiated. This is by no means an easy feat, definitely not one during a long holiday weekend!
 
As of date, we have a total of 15 volunteers in the courage squad performing different types of activities, and an
idea squad of 6 to help in brainstorming for new ideas to leverage on technology to minimize human
resources needs that comes with associated risks – some ideas generated included finding suitable RFID tags
for asset tracking, exploring having robots or driver-less van for disinfection and delivery, to using drones for
video analytics etc. Some of the ideas were action on and was implemented on site, while others were
discarded due to limitations such as space, ceiling heights and line of sights etc. We actually have more
volunteers lined up but since this is a CIF, you do want to be mindful and make sure there's human traffic flow
control while ensuring there's enough manpower to perform the 24 x 7 shifts during this time. 
 

 
Q: Why form the “Courage Squad”? What is the core mission of the squad?
How many volunteers have sign-up as of date?

Singapore Health Minister Gan Kim Yong had announced that the Singapore Expo Convention Hall and
Exhibition Centre will be turned into a facility to care for Covid-19 patients who are on the road to
recovery. Days later, on Good Friday (April 10), a few good Samaritans in Singapore came together and
formed the “Courage Squad” comprising of 5 NCS staff who volunteered to join the task force at
Singapore Expo’s Community Isolation Facility (CIF). This first batch of courageous volunteers has
stepped forward to provide IT support for installation of devices, setting up and operating the tele-
consult platform and supporting users.  Jim Lim Shien Min (PMP), currently Healthcare Sector Lead in
NCS was one of the squad leaders who drove this selfless effort on the ground.

Q: How do you collaborate to develop and execute the plan with the other
agencies at the Community Isolation Facility (CIF)?

We work primarily with IHIS who in turn had worked closely with other agencies such as the Ministry of Health,
Parkway Pantai Limited, Woodlands Health Campus and Singapore Armed Forces on the overall plan. Upon
receiving the master plan which includes  capacity changes, new halls setup and manpower needs, the team
then worked closely with IHIS to brainstorm on the operating procedures, shift arrangements, and overcoming
unforeseen challenges such as replenishment or repair work in the occupied wards etc. 
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Due to the operational demands that are constantly evolving, the squad team
has to be resourceful and innovate on the ground to solve real-life challenges.
The ingenuity has led to the co-development of the Telehealth on Wheels
(TOWs) to assist us in the deployment of vital signs monitoring so that its faster
and safer. The TOWs enabled the mounting of monitoring devices onto a table
that is retrofitted with wheels, effectively reducing logistical burden and human
contacts. 
 
From conceptualization to production, the TOWs were procured, assembled,
configured and ready for use in just 3 days! Some 200 TOWs have been built
since then. Could you guess where we got the tables from? It was a call to IKEA
to open up their store for the team to be able to select and procure the tables in
an “empty” IKEA store with no other customers around!
 
While we thought that technology can be the solution to all issues, there was a
situation where I remembered vividly. We have just deployed iPads for the
patients and nurses to use in the wards for self-monitoring. However, the nurses
are in full medical PPE (which includes wearing gloves) inside the ward. iPads
don’t come with stylus pens, hence, the nurses had issues navigating and
“swiping” the screens with their gloves on! We had to think on our feet, be
resourceful, “go back in time” to source for 200 stylus pens from a warehouse.

Definitely. There were a lot of intra and inter communications between teams and companies. For example,
while everyone are supposed to work on shifts, there were days where we saw a  sudden surge of patients
admitted to Expo's CIF, hence, the team had to come back on their non allocated shift hours to setup and
support the surge in patient traffic. 
 
There was a lot of coordination with external organizations such as the vendors for various self monitoring
devices for stocks replenishment. As you can imagine, long hours could drain one’s energy and weaken
one's  immune systems. We as volunteers at the Expo had to ensure that everyone is healthy and does not
suffer  from 'burn out' and fatigues. This calls for an appreciation and recognition for each other - making
sure we continue to practice great team work in helping and ensuring everyone were able to  complete the
many urgent and critical tasks on hand.

In such an unprecedented situation and ever changing environment, it has to be
mainly agile! Yes, there were some SOPs (Standard Operating Procedures)
inherited from SARS (Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome) experiences –
especially on the medical PPE procedures. However, COVID-19 is not a mirror
image of SARS, it is more wide spread and sometimes asymptomatic, therefore
it is very important to be agile in response to the changes we get. We could
already see from the world scene where countries with more agile handling (e.g.
the time taken to lock-down) seemed to be better off containing the spread of
COVID-19.

Q: Did the squad use a project management approach - waterfall,agile or hybrid?

Q: What were the primary challenges that the team and
you have encountered in your respective role?

"We could already see from the world scene where countries with more
agile handling (e.g. the time taken to lock-down) seemed to be better off

containing the spread of COVID-19."

Q: Was continuous communication and teamwork crucial for the project?

TOWs (Telehealth on Wheels)

The "Huawei Cloudlink Board"
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What do you wish you had known at the beginning of your career? 
That I had been exposed to formal project management methodology from the start. 

 

What is the one skill that every project manager should have? 
Communication. If you can’t get your message across, you can’t manage a project. 

 

Who inspires you? 
I have always idolized Hong Kong billionaire Li Ka-shing, who retired in 2018 at age 89, for his business

acumen. And Tun Mahathir Mohamad, who became Malaysia’s prime minister in 2018 at age 92, should win a

program director award for bringing diverse stakeholders together to win a landslide election. Thriving at

that age is amazing (although his “second project” failed due to a weak project charter, but the first one was

amazing      )

Yes. There is a BCP and existing SOPs when we started. However, while a BCP in a normal organization
encompasses of best practices, thorough planning and fine tuning over a period of time,  In a pandemic
situation such as this – there are no countries out there that could claim to have the best practices nor
experiences for us to adopt immediately. And certainly there was not enough time for us to ensure that we
went through thorough planning as well. We had to rely on our 'intuition' and experiences to craft out the
initial plans, but at the same time remain extremely agile, always down to earth, equipping ourselves with
sharp observation skills on the ground to be able to adapt to the ever changing situations, at the same
time be nimble enough to adjust accordingly! It is like a project plan that has critical paths appearing
every moment and you need to be able to clear all of them fast enough!
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Q: Did you and the team have a Business Continuity Plan (BCP)? If yes, is the
plan any different from a BCP for an organization / company? 

"It is like a project plan that has critical paths appearing every
moment and you need to clear all of them fast enough!"

Q: If given another chance during this lifetime, will you lead a similar task
force / squad like this?

I would love to say 'yes' to this question since we don't only acquire good experiences as a healthcare
practitioner, but it is also seen by many as a noble and selfless duty. But I would also like to say 'no'
because I really hope that we will never ever see another pandemic outbreak in the near future!

Small Talk with Jim Lim


